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inspiration comes from the Japanese Sbitsu- Wit h regular
beltingup, thegadget increases blood circula
fat drainage, and firms up muscles.
Most waist-conscious women would have spent hours
twisting their bodiesop an eswrcise disc while watching
TV.Did it work? There's a reason why it didn't Turns out
the bmwaist slimming exercises are not sit-ups or waist
exercises, but rather the movements that take the most
energy to perform. These are the exercises that burn up the
most calories- They art the compound, multi-joint exercises
that work multiple musde groups at once. such as squats.
lunges. aerobics, aero-boxing, or even (lancing. "As long
as you expense more than what you consume. the \\*aisi is
bound to shrink,' s&vs Dr. Vanessa Phua, a
with
an interest in aesthetics medicine from Asia HealthPartners.
Verytrim and toned with a waist many women would die
for. she works the weights and does circuit training at the
gym with her personal trainer hnce a week.
Diet plays an important role too, which is why V^nessaq
keeps to lean meat and chicken. Says Vanessa: 'A low G.L
diet with slow release enefgy levels \\+ill also work towards
keeping you trim, at the same lime preventing binge-eating.
To slim the waist, increase lean muscle with exercise and
p u r body will burn off fat more effectively.- Q

